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12.1 I~TRODLCTIO~
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are composed of collection of mohile node" that
communicate with each other mer wireless links. The most important f~aturC'S llt' the,-('
net\\orks include dynamic self-configurable. self-organized. self-administration and multi-
hop [I]. In MANETs, each node acts as a host and a router at the same time. They
intercommunicate through single-hop and multi-hop paths to fonvard mc:-.sagcs w ,1ther
nodes, which require cooperation between nodes to relay packets to their targets. MANETs
face several challenges that have to be addressed including dynamic topology changes, lack
of infrastructure, bandwidth constraint and limited resources. These features make working in
rVIANETs more complex than their wired counterpart [2].
MAI\ETs are considered for many commercial applications that imohe point-tu-
multipoint or multipoint-to-multipoint communication pattems. where robustness and
reliability are essential. Disaster recovery, search and rescue eftorts, military battlefields,
temporary' otlices and multi-partiy gaming are common examples of these applications [3]
[4]. As a consequence, multicast routing has received significant attention over the recent
days. \lulticast communication is emerged to support applications that facilitate effcctivc and
collaborative communication among groups of users with the same interest. Multicasting is a
scheme for delivering the same data from a source to a group of destinations. rVlulticasting is
eftlcient in saving the bandwidth and improving the scalability. which are essential
requirements in \lANETs [3] [5]. Also. it reduces the transmission overhead both on the
source as \\ell as on the network nodes and speeds up the deli\ery of inf<mnation at the
recei\ers [6].
The increasing popularity of using multimedia and real-time in different potential
commercial applications and the widespread of wireless and mobile devices make it a logical
step to support Quality of Service (QoS) over wireless mobile networks. QoS support is
tightly related to resource allocation and reservation to satisfy the application requirement
[51. Furthermore. supporting QoS over J\lANETs requires cooperation bet\\een many
components including QoS routing protocol. QoS MAC (medium access control) protocol
and QoS signaling [9]. In the network layer, QoS routing protocol attempts to determine and
choose routes that obey the constraints requested by the application. At MAC layer. QoS
J\·lAC protocol is responsible of providing fair access to the \\ire1css medium. \Vhile. QoS
signaling protocol bears the responsibility ofresource reservation over the selected routes.
OoS routing in wired networks and QoS unicast routing in \\ireless ones have been \\ell
studied, but QoS multicast routing still need further efforts. Combining OoS to multicast Ad
hoc networks is not a trivial task. So, supporting OoS for multicast protocols has to be
designed in a way different from unicast protocols. The difference is that, in unicast QoS
protocols the resource resenation is done between a source and a destination. \Vhile
multicast OoS routing protocols should prmide suitable QoS paths to all dcstill::ltiol1S of the
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